
ST. Mary’s Catholic School  

2019 Summer Reading Grades 9-12 

 

During the summer, all students are expected to continue the habit of reading, both for 

enjoyment and as a supplement to their upcoming literary studies. With these goals in mind, 

teachers choose texts to enhance each student’s understanding of the curriculum as well as to 

provide a new or different reading experience.   

  

This year, incoming students will choose one text from the below list to read and annotate, 

using the below instructions as a guide. All students must have the annotated copy of their text 

as well as any notes with them on the first day of school. Students will complete an in-class 

assignment on that day. Please do not hesitate to contact your teacher over the summer should 

you have questions.  

  

Parents:  Please help your student choose his or her text. It is important that you approve both 

the author and the book. Some of the authors below produce novels that include adult content, 

and it is important that you are aware of your student’s reading choice. When you and your 

student have made an informed selection, please encourage the student to begin reading on a 

regular schedule. 

 

 

9TH GRADE TEXTS  

 All Levels  

The Book Thief by Markus Zusak  

  

10TH GRADE TEXTS    

Mr. Penumbra's 24 Hour Bookstore by Robin Sloan  

The Great Alone by Kristin Hannah  

Wait Till Next Year by Doris Kearns Goodwin  

 



11TH/12th GRADE TEXTS  

The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks by Rebecca Skloot 

Columbine by David Cullen  

Educated by Tara Westover 

 

ANNOTATION GUIDE  

Your English teachers get it: you do not want to mark up your book. Or perhaps you feel like 

underlining “random things” in a text is a waste of your time. The act of annotating a text, 

however, involves so much more than simple highlighting. Annotation actually saves you time, 

as it ultimately assists you in your ability to discuss (and therefore write about) the texts that 

you read.   

  

Annotating or highlighting can be a record of a reader’s intellectual conversation with the text. 

Annotating can help a serious reader keep track of patterns, contrasts, plot events, and 

character development. It can assist a student in studying for a test or writing a paper that 

requires the use of quotations to support ideas. Students who learn to highlight and annotate 

become active readers and recursive thinkers who notice patterns, symbolic elements, and 

contrasts almost effortlessly as they absorb the text.  

  

Highlighting and annotating a text is like having a conversation with a book—it allows the active 

reader to ask questions, comment on meaning, and mark events and passages s/he wants to 

revisit later. The annotation of a text can take place during a reading, a lecture, or a discussion 

that is focused on a certain poem or passage. The advantage of marking the actual text is 

obvious—you will never lose your notes and your thoughts will be readily available.  

  

Students, then, should learn how to mark, highlight, and annotate a text to discern patterns, 

contrasts, and relationships. When readers first begin to highlight and annotate in order to 

organize their understanding of a text, they may wish to begin by following these simple 

guidelines.  

  

✓ Inside the front cover of the book, list any annotation symbols that you use. For example, if 

you decide to highlight all unfamiliar words in blue, write in the front cover, “blue highlighter = 

unfamiliar words.” If helpful, also list characters as you encounter them.  



  

✓ Also in the front cover of your book, make a list of subjects that the book explores. For each 

of these subjects, think about what the author is trying to get you to understand. That will be 

the author’s theme (or message) about that subject.   

  

✓ If the text has an epigraph, mark that page. An epigraph suggests the text’s tone or theme; 

refer to it often as you read.  

  

✓ Underline, circle, or highlight (hint: choose one and consistently use it) any unfamiliar words. 

Define these words as you mark them, and write these definitions (in your own words, 

preferably) in the margin.  

  

✓ When new characters are introduced highlight phrases that describe them.  

  

✓ Underline or highlight (hint: again, choose one and remain consistent) any literary devices 

that you encounter. This list may include: diction, imagery, details, syntax, similes, metaphors, 

personification, alliteration (assonance and consonance), allusions, hyperbole, polysyndeton, 

asyndeton, irony, paradox, foreshadowing, and/or symbolism. Then, in the margin beside your 

marked word, phrase, or sentence, write brief notes about how this device contributes to your 

understanding of the text. Does this device help contribute to tone or theme? Understanding of 

character? Why did the author choose to include it? What connections can you make to the 

text or other texts that you have read?   

  

✓ Highlight or underline anything that intrigues, disturbs, impresses, or surprises you. Come up 

with a symbol for each, as this symbol will help you in understanding why you underlined that 

word, phrase, sentence, or passage (for example, you could choose to use a heart to denote 

portions of a text that impress you and an exclamation mark to denote anything that surprises 

you).   

  

✓ Finally, choose at least two passages that you feel are essential to the text. You may feel that 

they reveal something crucial about the character, or perhaps these passages highlight the 

text’s theme. Whatever your reasoning, bracket these passages and place a sticky note on 

these pages so that you can find them quickly.   



  

Other helpful tips:   

• When you get an idea while reading the text, note it in a brief form in the margin. You may 

never think of this idea again unless you write it down. • Use parentheses, brackets, checks, 

stars, bullets, or asterisks to mark very important items or things you want to come back to 

later. Simply highlighting or underlining text without accompanying commentary is 

meaningless. • If you still refuse to write in your books, you need to make sure that you have 

plenty of sticky notes. • Caution! Do not highlight the entire book. Concentrate on the 

important elements. If you mark everything, nothing will stand out.  

  

 SAMPLE PROMPTS  

On the first day of classes, students will complete a diagnostic timed writing essay where each 

student will analyze the novel that he or she read over the summer. Below, please find samples 

of prompts that students will answer in these diagnostic essays. Students should choose one 

prompt and use it, in addition to the above guide, to annotate.  

  

10TH GRADE:  

Honors  

 Determine a major, universal theme, and, using what you glean from your annotations, write 

an essay in which you discuss how the author develops this theme. As always, you should 

corroborate your findings with ample textual evidence, fully explaining how stylistic elements 

reinforce the theme.  

  

*In conjunction with reading to determine a major, universal theme, you should also be reading 

and annotating to uncover text-to-self connections, which we will discuss alongside analysis of 

the novel.   

 

11TH/12th GRADE:  

College Prep  

PROMPT #1: Think about the word “cultural” and the word “identity” and the implications of 

each word. In a well-argued essay, discuss how the author creates cultural identity within the 

text. Ensure your argument is clear and well-thought out, and include evidence from the text to 

support your claim.     



PROMPT #2: Think about the connections between each character within your chosen text. 

Choose one of those connections and in a well-argued essay, explain how that one relationship 

(that connection) between those two characters helps convey the overall message of the text. 

Ensure your argument about both the message and the connection is clear and well-thought 

out, and include evidence from the text to support your claim.     

  

PROMPT #3: Identify which characters in your chosen text have been dislocated from their 

cultures. Then, choose one of those characters, and in a well-argued essay, explain how that 

one character represents the overall message about cultural dislocation. Ensure that your 

argument about that message is clear and well-thought out, and include evidence from the text 

to support your claim.     

  

PROMPT #4: Consider what it means to “belong.” Then, in a well-argued essay, explain how the 

author comments through the coming-of-age text on the importance of belonging. Ensure that 

your argument is clear and well-thought out, and include evidence from the play to support 

your claim.     

  

PROMPT #5: Consider what it means to grow up. Then, in a well-argued essay, explain how the 

author characterizes growing up and entering adulthood. Think about the common experiences 

and struggles that characters experience as they mature and grow. Ensure that your 

characterization is clear and well-thought out, and include evidence from the text to support 

your claim.   

  

* Honors/Dual Credit students will complete a sample timed writing essay on the first day of 

school. This essay will be used as a diagnostic marker for growth over the course of the school 

year. As your read your chosen text, annotate specifically for the author’s argument and 

purpose. Note the devices that the author uses to emphasize the argument.   


